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Anisotropic geomechanical parameters as a result of glacial shearing 
Parametres géomechaniques anisotropiques causés par le cisaillement glacial 
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ABSTRACT
Anisotropic stress and stiffness conditions have been measured on deposits of glaciated soils from the European and North American
continents. The orientation and magnitude of this anisotropy appears to be related to the known directions of glacial advance/retreat.
The research carried out suggests that glacial remoulding involved two distinct phenomena:  rotation of principal stresses in the direc-
tion of glacial advance/retreat, and true anisotropic conditions (i.e., σ1 ≠ σ2 ≠ σ3).�
A glacial process model is proposed which assumes that shearing is the principal means by which these soils obtain their present geo-
technical properties.  One main outcome of this model is that the assumption of cross-anisotropy is not valid for soils affected by gla-
cial action.  Implications for engineering practice are discussed.

RÉSUMÉ
Les contraintes et la raideur anisotropique ont été mesurées sur les sols glaciés aux Pays Bas et au Canada. L'orientation de cette ani-
sotropie a l'air d'être rattaché aux directions d’avance/retraite glaciale. Les résultats suggèrent que le cisaillement glacial se manifesta
par deux phénomènes séparés : la rotation de contraintes principales et des conditions anisotropique (c'est-à-dire, σ1 ≠ σ2 ≠ σ3).
Un modèle de déformation sous-glacial est proposé qui suppose que le cisaillement est un moyen principal par lequel ces sols obtien-
nent leurs états présents. Un résultat principal de ce modèle est que l'hypothèse d’anisotropie transversale n'est pas valide pour les sols 
affectés par l'action glaciale. Les implications pour la construction géotechnique sont discutées. 

What is not readily understood is the mechanism which leads
to overconsolidation of glacial tills and glaciated soils.
Whereas most researchers agree that subglacial shearing is an
important rheological mechanism during ice advance, it is gen-
erally assumed that consolidation occurs under one-dimensional
conditions during a glaciostatic phase, or during meltout. The
model of Feeser, 1988 (Figure 1) illustrates this concept.

1 INTRODUCTION

In order to cope with the complex behaviour of soils in response
to loading, geotechnical engineers rely on numerous simplifying
assumptions.  Whereas these assumptions are based on sound 
material behaviour models, such as Hooke’s Law, and are gen-
erally supported by experience (i.e., satisfactory performance of
structures), the fact is that a high degree of uncertainty arises
from these necessary assumptions.

One fundamental assumption made routinely in geotechni-
cal practice is that soils are “cross-anisotropic”, which infers
that stresses in the horizontal plane are isotropic.  Elasticity and
consolidation theories certainly support this conclusion for soils
consolidated under geological sedimentation and/or erosion. 
Unfortunately, this underlying conclusion is tacitly assumed for
soils that have been affected by processes other than one-
dimensional consolidation and rebound, such as glaciated soils. 
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A review of published literature yields examples of aniso-
tropic horizontal properties measured in glaciated soils (Dalton
& Hawkins 1982, Douma et.al. 1982, Schokking 1998).  These
anisotropic stresses suggest that glaciated soils have reached
their present state primarily as a result of shear, as opposed to
one-dimensional consolidation as is commonly assumed in the
literature (Sauer et.al. 1991, Boulton & Dobbie 1993, Sauer
et.al. 1993, Schokking 1998). 

2 THEORY

The mechanics of glacier flow and subglacial deformation of
soils have been studied extensively in the glaciology literature
(i.e., Feeser 1988, Alley et.al. 1987, Boulton 1996, Tulaczyk
1999, Iverson & Iverson 2001, Fowler 2003). Deformation of
soil/till beneath glaciers is generally accepted as an important
glacier flow mechanism, although there is a wide difference of 
opinion about the mechanics of subglacial deformation.

Figure 1:  Theoretical stress path during glaciation (after Feeser, 1988).
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As a glacier advances, the soils near the leading edge of the
ice experience a rotation of principal stress axes due to shear
(points 2 to 3).  At numerous intervals during shearing, it is
likely that the soil comes in contact with the limit state surface
(ie., it fails in shear).  Under maximum ice conditions, a glacio-
static condition prevails where essentially one-dimensional con-
solidation takes place (points 4 to 5).  The soils gradually re-
bound due to effective stress reduction during meltout to their
present, overconsolidated state (point 6).

Observed patterns of preconsolidation pressures in tills sug-
gest that a one-dimensional model may not be correct.  Figure 2
shows data reproduced from Sauer et.al. 1993 who measured 1-
D preconsolidation pressure profiles across a 1300 km transect
in Saskatchewan, Canada.  Two interesting observations are
made with respect to these profiles:  First, the measured precon-
solidation pressures show little geographic variability even
though the total ice thickness likely varied considerably at the
different locations measured (Clarke et al, 1996).  Second, at 
any given location, the preconsolidation pressures appear to be 
constant with depth. This is obviously in conflict with one-
dimensional consolidation theory which would predict increas-
ing preconsolidation pressures with depth.
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Figure 2:  Preconsolidation pressure profiles in tills from Saskatchewan,
Canada (after Sauer et.al. 1983).

These enigmatic preconsolidation pressure profiles suggest 
that some process other than one-dimensional consolidation is
responsible for the present state of these soils. It is proposed 
that tills achieve their present state as a result of shearing
stresses during glacial advance rather than by one-dimensional
consolidation under a static or melting ice body.  It is further
suggested that glacial rebound to the present state occurs not as
one-dimensional unloading (i.e., point 5 to 6) but as a combina-
tion of removal of shear stress and vertical unloading (dotted
line, Figure 1). 

A test program under way on sites in the Netherlands and
Canada has been designed to test this geomechanical model.

3 LABORATORY TESTING PROGRAM

Two glaciated sites have been selected for testing.  The first is
in the north Netherlands, near Marum.  At this site, glaciolacus-
trine clays of the Peelo Formation (known locally as Pot Clay)
were deposited during retreat of the Elsterian ice sheet and were
subsequently overridden by the Saalian ice sheets (Kluiving
et.al. 1991).  The second site is located near Birsay, Saskatche-
wan, Canada. At this site, about 80 metres of Battleford till
were deposited unconformably on Cretaceous age shale of the
Bearpaw Formation by the late Wisconsinan ice sheet (Shaw &
Hendry 1998). 

At each site oriented thin tube core samples were obtained.
These were tested in the lateral stress oedometer, an apparatus
designed specially to measure anisotropic horizontal stresses in
response to vertically applied loads (see Gareau et.al. 2004). 
Three strain gauged diaphragms equally spaced around the pe-

rimeter of a circular testing ring monitor horizontal reactions
during oedometric loading.  The three independent pressures
thus measured (r1, r2, and r3) can be resolved using Mohr’s cir-
cle to obtain the magnitude (σ2, σ3) and orientation (2θ) of
maximum and minimum horizontal stresses (see Dalton &
Hawkins, 1980) as follows: 

σ2 = (r1 + r2 + r3)/3 – 2/3(r1
2 + r2

2 + r3
2 - r1r2 - r2r3 - r3r1)1/2 .........................1

σ3 = (r1 + r2 + r3)/3 + 2/3(r1
2 + r2

2 + r3
2 - r1r2 - r2r3 - r3r1)1/2 .........................2

 2θ = sin-1[4/31/2 x (r2 – r3)/(σ3 - σ2)] .........................................................3

A series of tests were carried out on vertically trimmed sam-
ples of Pot Clay from Marum, Netherlands, and Battleford till
form Birsay, Canada. The magnitude of anisotropic stiffness 
can be assessed as the ratio of maximum to minimum horizontal
reactions (σ3/σ2).  If oriented core is used for testing, the azi-
muth of maximum and minimum horizontal reactions can be de-
termined from the angle 2θ.  Table 1 summarizes the results on 
vertically trimmed samples.

Table 1:  Results of lateral stress oedometer tests on vertically trimmed
samples.

Material Depth Horizontal Azimuth Average
stress ratio of max. Azimuth

9-10 m 1.25 120-300
9-10 m 2.23 134-314Pot Clay

9-10 m 2.45 127-307

127-307

14-15 m 1.38 099-279
14-15 m 1.36 062-242
14-15 m 1.23 154-334

Pot Clay

14-15 m 1.14 112-292

107-287

19-20 m 2.15 034-214
19-20 m 1.94 048-228
19-20 m 1.16 038-218

Pot Clay

19-20 m 1.45 004-184

031-211

24-25 m 1.37 036-216
24-25 m 1.22 067-247
24-25 m 1.22 080-260
24-25 m 1.82 006-186

Pot Clay

24-25 m 1.11 055-235

049-229

 10-11 m 1.10 15-195B'ford
Till  10-11 m 1.18 101-281

58-238

 28-29 m 1.34 55-235
 28-29 m 1.37 27-207

B'ford
Till

28-29 m 1.47 43-223

42-222

36-37 m 1.77 12-192B’ford
Till 36-37 m 1.27 148-328

170-350

40-41 m 1.16 117-297B’ford
Till 40-41 m 1.22 41-221

79-259

Samples of Pot Clay exhibit anisotropic horizontal reactions
with a ratio between 1.1 and 2.5 whereas the Battleford till ex-
hibits a ratio between 1.1 and 1.8.  The orientation data is most 
interesting.  For the Battleford till samples, the maximum hori-
zontal reactions are generally NNW/SSE to NE/SW, which is
the inferred direction of glacial advance (Schreiner, 1990).  The
samples of Pot Clay exhibit a maximum with a NW orientation
for samples from 9 to 15 metres, and with an orientation of
NE/SW for samples from 19 to 25 metres.  This may reflect the
glacial history suggested by Kluiving, 1991 who demonstrated 
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that the Saalian ice sheets advanced over the Netherlands 3
times:  twice moving NW to SE and once moving NE to SW. 
Thus, the earlier NW/SE ice movements appear to have affected
the deposit to a depth of at least 25 metres, whereas the later
NE/SW movement has “overprinted” the stiffness anisotropy to
a depth of at least 15 metres.

If we accept that the stiffness anisotropy measured in the lat-
eral stress oedometer is a result of shearing during glacial ad-
vance, then we can conclude that the axis of “minimum” hori-
zontal reactions is the axis of rotation of principal axes (this also
implies that it is a principal axis direction).  The “maximum”
horizontal axis on the other hand reflects an average of the other
two principal axes.  The next step was therefore to trim samples
horizontally along the measured “minimum” horizontal axis and
to test these in the lateral stress oedometer. The resulting “hori-
zontal” reactions are in the plane of rotation and represent the
other two principal axes for this soil.  Results for horizontally
trimmed samples are summarized in Table 2:

Table 2:  Results of lateral stress oedometer testing of horizontally
trimmed samples.

Material Depth Principal Rotation Average
stress ratio of max. Rotation

9-10 m 2.04 -2Pot Clay
9-10 m  1.18  -31 

-16

14-15 m 1.13 -32
14-15 m 1.73 -38Pot Clay
14-15 m 1.92 -36

-35

19-20 m 2.28 40Pot Clay
19-20 m 1.8 52

46

24-25 m 2.34 55Pot Clay
24-25 m 1.97 52

53

 40-41 m 1.13 71B'ford
Till  40-41 m 1.16 32

51

The first conclusion drawn from Table 2 is that the principal
stiffness axis is definitely inclined from vertical.  A positive ro-
tation angle indicates that the principal axis rotates towards the
direction of glacial advance. The results from Pot Clay samples
from 19-20 and 24-25 metres depth demonstrate a consistent 
and reproducible pattern of principal axis rotation due to glacial
shear.  This might suggest that the stress path during unloading
would be better approximated as the dotted line in Figure 1.  If a
glaciostatic consolidation phase (path 4-5) followed by 1-D re-
bound (path 5-6) had occurred, as suggested by Feeser, then the
major principal stiffness axis would have rotated back to the
vertical.  The samples of Battleford Till from 40-41 metres
likewise suggest a principal axis rotation in the direction of gla-
cial advance.

The Pot Clay samples from 9-10 and 14-15 metres indicate a
rotation angle away from the inferred direction of glacial ad-
vance.  The reasons for this are not entirely clear, but may be
due to the anisotropy and principal axis rotation that existed be-
fore the last Saalian advance. That is to say, the assumption
that the “minimum” horizontal stiffness direction is a principal
direction may not be valid because of the stress rotation that oc-
curred during the earlier ice advance.

4 FIELD TESTING PROGRAM

In order to assess whether the stiffness anisotropy measured in
the laboratory would correspond to in-situ stress anisotropy, a
program of field testing was implemented.  In-situ stress meas-
urements were made at the site using a load cell pressuremeter
(LCPM) manufactured by Cambridge In-Situ
(http://www.cambridge-insitu.com).  The LCPM is a self-

boring, rigid body pressuremeter equipped with 6 strain gauged
total pressure cells and 6 pore pressure transducers equally
spaced around its perimeter.  During insertion, the driving shoe
advances a few millimeters ahead of the cutting head. Insertion
therefore takes place with minimal compaction of the soil body,
while at the same time preventing relaxation of the borehole
walls.

After insertion, the strain gauged total pressure cells control
individual 2-way valves which adjust the pressure behind the
pressure cell in order to maintain a “zero reading” on the strain
gauges. This closed loop allows the measurement of anisot-
ropic in-situ stresses under conditions of zero lateral strain.  Us-
ing the measured pore pressures and/or known piezometric con-
ditions, it is possible to calculate the in-situ effective stresses.

At each test depth, the LCPM is left in place long enough for
all excess pore pressures to dissipate and for essentially stable
conditions to be established.  In the Pot Clay a typical test dura-
tion was 12 hours.

From a typical test, 6 values of horizontal effective stress are
measured. Typically the data are analyzed in pairs – the aver-
age value of two opposing stress values.  By analyzing data 
pairs some sources of disturbance, such as borehole inclination
are minimized.  Magnitudes and orientation of anisotropic hori-
zontal stress are resolved using Mohr’s circle and Equations 1, 2
and 3.  Figure 3 shows minimum and maximum horizontal
stresses (total and effective) measured at the Marum site.
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Figure 3:  Plot of LCPM data.

It can be seen from this figure that horizontal stresses are in-
deed anisotropic in this deposit.  Despite uncertainty with re-
gard to the orientation of the LCPM probe during testing, Re-
mijn, 2004 demonstrated that the orientation of in-situ stress
anisotropy corresponded very well with the orientation of labo-
ratory measured horizontal stiffness anisotropy.

The data from Figure 3 also suggests that in-situ effective
stresses are increasing very slightly with depth up to about 25
metres.

5 DISCUSSION

The data developed for both test sites suggest that the role of
shear is much more important to the present state of soils than
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has been previously thought.  Stress and stiffness anisotropy,
and rotation of principal axes can be related to the direction of
glacial advance at both study sites.  The measurement of rotated
principal axes very strongly suggests that the present state of
these soils was caused by shear during glacial advance.  One 
obvious implication is that the measured 1-D preconsolidation
pressure of glaciated soils represents a much different stress
path than previously thought. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Schematic of stress path in void ratio-log stress space. 

A soil which is one-dimensionally consolidated by geologi-
cal deposition (A-B-C) and subsequently rebounds due to ero-
sion (C-D) may appear identical to a normally consolidated soil
at B which is subjected to shear stress.  Shearing a normally
consolidated soil will result in consolidation, which might re-
semble stress path B-D in Figure 4.  Upon testing in an oedome-
ter, both these soils may appear to have the same preconsolida-
tion pressure, but as this research shows, they may have very
different geomechanical parameters. This means that empirical
correlations based on preconsolidation pressure should be used
with caution in glaciated soils.  For instance, Mayne & Kul-
hawy, 1982 suggest a relation between in-situ lateral stress ratio
(K0), friction angle and overconsolidation ratio, OCR:

K0 = (1-sinφ)OCRsinφ ............................................................ 4

This equation assumes an isotropic value of K0, however
Figure 3 suggests that in the Pot Clay at Marum, the ratio of 
K0max to K0min may be as high as 2.  Since K0 is a fundamental
parameter in geotechnical design, recognition and measurement 
of K0 anisotropy could be used to great advantage in practice.
For instance, in-situ horizontal stress is the key design parame-
ter for the design of braced or cantilevered excavations.  Sig-
nificant cost savings could be realized if anisotropic conditions
are considered.

Various authors have shown that the rotation of principal
axes affects the stress path to failure, and the mobilized shear
strength at failure in clay soils (Broms & Casbarian, 1965, Su & 
Liao, 1999).  The stress path to failure affects deformation and
pore pressure response to loading.  Construction specifications
for major earth embankments, such as dams, dikes, waste
dumps, etc. often monitor excess pore pressure generation and 
rates of deformation to control the rates of fill placement and to
preserve overall stability. This research suggests that these
critical parameters may be directionally dependent in glaciated
soils.

Although anisotropic behaviour and rotation of principal
axes present a design challenge for practicing engineers, the
simple recognition of this phenomenon could significantly help
to improve the state of the art in design on glaciated soils.
Linking of geomechanical property anisotropy to the geological
processes (in this case glacial flow direction) is a critical re-
quirement for the implementation of shear induced anisotropy
into design practice.  Further research is required to establish

the continuity of this phenomenon and the effect of multiple
glacial cycles on intrinsic geomechanical properties.

The lateral stress oedometer appears to present a simple and
robust method to measure stiffness anisotropy and principal axis
rotation in natural soils.  The LCPM shows promise in the
measurement of “at rest” horizontal stresses in-situ; however
some design modifications are required before this instrument 
can be used in glacial tills.
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